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Summary

Readily demountable TF (toroidal-field)
coils allow complete access to the internal com
ponents of a tokantak reactor for maintenance or
replacement. The requirement of readily demoun
table joints dictates the use of water-cooled res
istive colls, which have a host of decisive ad
vantages over superconducting coils. Previous
papers have shewn that resistive TF colls for
tokamak reactors can operate 1n the steady state
with acceptable power dissipation (typically,
175 to 300 MH). This paper summarises results
of parametric studies of size optimization of
rectangular TF colls and of a finite-element
stress analysis, and examines several candidate
methods of implementing demountable Joints for
rectangular coils constructed of plate segments.
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refrigeration systems; and (1v) with construction
from plate segments, they can be factury-buHt and
the plates transported to the reactor site fcr
assembly.
The TF coils of a tokamak reactor must oper
ate In the steady state. Resistive coils can op
erate continuously when they are sufficiently
massive. At the values of < B > * (plasma pressure/
magnetic field pressure) now thought to be achiev
able In tokamaks (viz. , < B > - 6 to 10S), the mag
netic field required for satisfactory performance
of tokamik reactors in at least sane important
applications can se sufficiently low so that the
resistive power dissipation is acceptable, "' I.e.,
comparable with the sum of the power losses 1n the
other reactor components (PF colls, blanket cool
ant systems, plasma heating systems, pumps and
HVAC).
1
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A previous paper analyzed optimization of the
size of resistive TF colls of rectangular bore for
certain types of tokamak reactors. Later papers
One of the most serious disadvantages cited
discussed the reactor features that are possible
by critics of the tokamak 1s Its Inherent Inacces using such coils, and provided more details on
sibility, with the vacuum vessel and internal pol- the co11 optimization and on magnetic stress and
oidal-fleld (PF) coils 1nterlock1no the toroidalthermal aspects. The present paper describes
field (TF) colls, and the isolated location of the results of a finite-element stres
nalysis of
blanket modules fnboare* of the fusion plasma. This rectangular TF coils for fusion ni_jcron generators
apparent major disadvantage can be eliminated by
and power reactors, and also examines candidate
the Implementation of TF colls that are uuaMUb)
methods of implementing demountable joints.
danaimxabtt.
The resulting tokamak reactor 1s
then no more Inaccessible than a light-water fis
Parametric Study
sion reactor, for example, where complete acces
sibility 1s obtained upon removal of the cap of
figure 1 shows a schematic vie* of the TORFA
the pressure vessel.
device featuring rectangular resistive coils. Ref
erence 3 gives a detailed parametric study relating
The requirement that the TF colls be readily coil jeometry, mass, and resistive power dissipat
demountable, with minimal reactor downtime and
ion, P , to the desirsd neutron wall loading jnd
minimal imoact on TF coil performance, dictates
the peak magnetic field B^ at the coil winding::.
the use of water-cooled resistive coils fabricated Figure 2, taken from Ref. 3, shows the variation of
of copper or aluminum (rather than superconducting res C the family of rectangular coil geometries
or cryogenic colls). Other advantages of resis
of the type Illustrated fn Fig. 1 th;* produces a
tive coils are the following: (i) They are unaf neutron wall loading of 0.5 MW/m , for reasonable
fected by pulsed fields; (ii) they require less
assumptions of fusion plasma performance. For
snielding against neutron irradiation than do
fixed coll shape parameters, there 1s a minimum
superconducting colls; (111) they have simple
Introduction
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in the range IZ5 !a 130 ,MW, wnleh occurs i t
icry large coil dimensions m i m i s , but at modest
magnetic Meld strsigtn. The fusion lower output
? « for arts configuration may be too large to be
oraetlea.1. "or ;ail naif-bore a. » J- n with 3^ •
• :a 3 r ?..« is only sllgntly above xnile the
coil ,-iiass is"considerably below their values at the
irininun ? ^ . With the wall loading s t i l l at 0.3
'Wiir*, Pc j is in tie ranqe of osO to 30Q MM.
r%s
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"or i given cell geometry, both P^JJ and the •
Sending stress are :.-aoort1ona] to the square root
OT' :Se rsouirsd neutron »«U loading.
We define the reactor electrical power grin
referred to the colT psner toss aa 5, « 0.28 x H i . x
' W '
* "bl ' * * * b " * " *n«rgy
mittipIiHtlon and a thernaT-ta-eleccHe power
conversion eff*-ltney of 351 is assumed. Figure 3
:hoMS ?- as a function of Q and 3^ with M^ • f ,
for reactors of flx..j. shaoe parameters.
Note that
at a given S^, higher Q is ootiinad ay Increasing
tie reactor site ( a . ) . Of course. 0 can be sub
stantially increased also by am toying a miltiolylng
layer of deo'eted uraniun or other .iiaterlals in
tha blanket, to give M , » 1 .
H M P
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PEAK MAGNETIC FIQJ 2 , (Tl
Fig. 2. Variation of TF can power loss with I V for
Constant neutron -<*U loading of 0.30 HW/m* a^
is the coil najor radius, 3, Is the coil nalfbore, and fy 1s the position of not, field - y

F<g. 1. -Hvntlon view of tofcamait reactor with
rectangular resistive toroidal-field colls
loil joints are snown schemetlcally only.
lagnerfe surfaces <n the plasma are indicated.

'Jartatlgn of ' . with field at conductor
3u and fusion aTectrlcal power gain 0 .
r
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board corners.. _Howeyer, only the finite-element
method" gTves the exectHoeatlbns'of'the peak and
A rectangular TF coil has the most convenient "minlmun stresses.
Severing the coil conductors in order to make
shape for manufacturing and for access to the in
ternal reactor conponents, but compared with other a Demountable Joint reduces the coil strength in
shapes (such is the Dee), ft generally poses the
that location by as much as a factor of 3. Hence
most severe magnetic stress problem, caused mainly joints should be placed at the locations -f minimum
by bendfng moments. The stress distribution in a bending stress, which can be identified by analyses
TORFA-type copper coil, illustrated in Fig. l, wis such as the one illustrated in Figs. 4 and 5.
determined by means of a finite-element analysis
(MSC Nastran, using 250 elements). The inboard
Fabrication Considerations
legs of the colls are assumed to be wedged together
The results of this analysis are summarized 1n
The present conceptual design approach advoc
Figs. 4 and 5, which plot the major principal and
ates construction of the TF coils from high-conduc
maximum shear stress contours, respectively, for
tivity copper alloy plate segments that are riveted
Bu • 7.S T. Narked on Fig. * is the point of in or bolted together. Manufacturers can presently
flection 1n the upper leg of the coll, where the
rail high-conductivity copper plite (such as CDAbending stresses in minimum; this fs the area
102) 1n thicknesses up to 6 cut for sizes up to 4 .r.
most suitable for the inclusion of a Joint. A sim in length and 1 m in width, with the final product
ilar region can be identified on the outboard leg
at least half-hard. Each segment of * rectangular
to the right. Both the major principal and the TF coil would be constructed by Joining two or
maximum shear stresses in these areas are approx
three of the maximum-sized plates by soft soldering
imately 33 MPa (4800 psi).
or lap riveting. With either technique, the strength
of the plate would be retained. Detailed descrip
The Highest stress levels encountered are of
tion of the plate parameters is given in Refs. T t 3.
the order of 175 MPa (25,000 ps1) far the major
principal stress in a small region of the inboard
There 1s no winding process for the TF soils.
Teg. Even this stress level is within the capab The large number of Identical plate sections allows
ility of cooper, so that the limiting field for
essentially mass production with automated machin
this rectangular coil is probably B^ * & T.
ing procedures. The insulating material could be
fabricated in the form of plates to be compressed
The peak bending stresses 1;t this coil geom between adjacent conductor plates upon coil assem
etry have been calculated also from the theory of bly, or the insulating material could be bonded to
rigid frames', and are in reasonable agreement with each conductor. The plate construction lends it
the remits of the f1n1te-e1esier,t analysis. The
self to the use of inorganic insutation that can
highest stresses are found at the Inboard and out be nighty radiation resistant.
Magnetl; Stresses
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Major principal stress contours calculated
by a finite-element analysts for a rectan
gular TF coil. Maximum toroidal field at
the inboard coll windings [on the left)
is B„ • 7.5 T.
[809OH]
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Maximum shear stress contours calculated
by a finite-element analysis for a rec
tangular TF coll. Maximum toroidal field
at the inboard coil windings (on the left)
is By. • 7.5 T.
[809013]

TF Coil Joints

Tattle 1

Successful engineering of the joints for the
Candidate Demountable Joints
TF colls of a tokamak reactor requires that the
_
_
Method of Applying
ireatest attention be paid ea the design of joints ^"Typt ofjoint
Clamping" 'Pressure
that are itnelj.ii/ iuwovuhia., that are reliable,
and that i f necessary can be repaired easily by
Lap
- Solts (e.g., [SX outBoart
ranotely controlled machinery.
Joints; POX)
Finger
- Recessed pins and through-bolts
A contact pressure of at least 1.S00 psi Is ncc*
;
(e.g., ESX Inboard joints;
sssary between two plates being Joined, In order
Doublet l i t ) .
"hat the electrical resistance of the joint be neg
ligible. Exertion of this pressure requires either Vertical Butt - Bolts and clamping ring attached
bolting or hydraulfc techniques. Table M i s t s the |
to center column (e.g.. Fig. 1J
various types of Joints that have been examined.
Horizontal
(
i
)
Soltlng together of overlays
A butt joint probably takes up the least amount of , Butt
attached to butted segments.
space, but i t requires very careful alignment and
(11)
Clamping ring on outboard
a fairly elaborate clamping system to exert the
side [analogous to Alcator colls).
required compressive stress. A lap Joint, on the I
other hand, offers the simplest overall joint as ; Plug-In
•• Hydraulic clamping ring
sembly v but reouires the aast saaee. and 1s unsuit 1
((tote plug-In Joints an TEXT
able for the inboard joints. The pins used In fin j
device PF colls)
ger joints must also take up shear stress.
. Lap
-Hydraulic cylinders (e.g., FM-I)
The joint concepts discussed in the following
are ths outcome Of our preliminary conceptualisat (1) severe restriction on soace and accessibility
ion of jointing schemes that would be amenable to for the joint, especially 1f the TF colls are
remote handling techniques.
wedged together, and (11) the very high stress in
this region (sea Figs. 4 and 5). The position of
Position of Inboard Joint
the joint must be moved outward to the region of
arlnlimicstress,
as ind1cated_1n_F1g. 6,
[t is not practical to place the Inboard joint
at the corner is depicted in Fig. 1, because of
I t !s essent1aT to b"e~abie~toremove the in
board blanket modules by a simple vertical trans
lation. On the other hand, replacitent of the oho1c-heat1ng solenoid Is likely to be an infrequent
requirement,
so that a mora tortuous removal proc
nger
edure can he contemplated. The inboaro joint pos
Joint
ition shown in Figs. S and 9 does allow removal of
the blanket nodules by simple vertical translation,
but requires.dlsassemoly of the oharic-heatlng sol
enoid before removal.
-

-

Finger Joints
A viable approach Is to incorporate a finger
joint in the upper arm and a lap joint in the out
board !«i (Fig. S\. the conceal of the finger
joint is shown 1n Fig. 7. ."or a TORFA-sUeU c o l l
fabricated from plates approximately 5 en thick
and 1.2 fit deep, i t is expected that as many as 30
fingers will be required. The fingers are seen to
be tapered so as to ease assenoly and are nacnined
1n chromium-copper Joint inserts, these Being..soft
soldered and riveted to the parent copper arm. Mj
v»«d9lng Of the fingers is required or <Je*>red. the
tensile force 1n the joint being transferred through
the split shear pins, which also serve as the cur
rent Joint. The optimal joint would probably have
2 or 3 shear pins.
1

20 Plates In Coil

Fig. 5. nlustratlve demountable joint positions
for a rectangular TF coll constructed of
olates.
[81-POOS]

The split Shear pins are Similar to those us«.d
in the Doublet I I I device,* and consist of a solit
copoer sleeve enclosing a set of tapered interleved
washers of chromium eppoer, the larger diameter
ones of which are also split. After Inserting the

shebr pins, the nut is tightened, causing the shear
pin to expand and ensuring a tight fit In the hole.
This tight fit together with the magnetic tensile
load would supply the necessary pressure for the
current Joint, Water cooling lines go around the
joint, which are cooled by conduction.
U p Joints

Inconel or an equivalent alloy. To minimize fat1gue problems, the bolts would be replaced every
time the joint is disassembled.
As Indicated in a preceding section. It Is im
practical to locate the Inboard joint In the pos
ition shown in F1g. 1. A more practical concept
far a butt joint 1s discussed below.

The outboard lap joint is shown in conceptual
form In Fig. 8. Again the magnetic tensile load
1s transferred by shear pins that also serve as
current joints. Ideally, one would like to make
the pins as large as possible to reduce the number
needed, and large size is certainly possible in
this outboard region. For a TORFA-sized coil, as
few as 10 pins would suffice per joint. The form
of the lap joint shown In Fig. 8 has been chosen
so as to eliminate the bending moment produced by
a simple lap-Jo1nt/shear-p1n arrangement. In this
way our joint differs from the lap joint ;n ISX.

Hydraulic Clamping
A great advantage of purely hydraulic clamping
(i.e., without bolts), when used with an external
shear restraint In the joint area, 1s that the
joint can literally be dismantled by simply rel
easing the oil pressure to the hydraulic jacks. Sy
staggering the vertical height of adjacent TF coils.
It is feasible to use hydraulic joints alone to
attach the horizontal sections of each ceil to the
Inboard leg. Another advantage of hydraulic joints
is that the creep of the insulation materials can
be easily overcome, thus ensuring a constant con
tact pressure on the copper joining surfaces over
Bolted Butt Joints
long periods of time. The major disadvantage Is
The TF coil illustrated in Fig. 1 uses bolted
the need to provide shear restraint so as to stop
butt joints on the inboard side. The inboard cor any slippage that may occur in the Joint. A stain
ners are also held in place by hydraullcally
less steel casing might be necessary to take up
clamped stainless steel plates keyed into the cen shear stress.
ter column. The stresses on the bolts are of the
order of 50,000 psi, and would require the use of
Flanged Butt-Type Joints
F'NSER J O I N T
In this concept, the clamping force is applied
SHU.T SHE-.? '"»IN
across the joint using itangiA baitid
ioqvtliin.,
PETAIL5
rather than by reaction from an external super
structure, or by direct bolting as In Fig. 1.
Spring contacts compensate for fabrication toler
ances so as to maintain uniform contact pressure
across the joint.
J
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COPPSff SLEEVE

S P L I T SHEAR PIN C S T A i L S

a- 7. Details of the finger Joint for the
configuration of Fig. 6.

8. Details of the lap joint for the
configuration of Fig. 6.
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As in the preceding, the T coil sat is comp«
rfsed of 12 nested colls of rectangular shape, each
consisting of 20 insulated cooper plates with water
coolant. Each segment 1s 1.2 in thick and 1,4 in
wide. The joint configuration is shown in fig. 9.
There are four flanged Joints for disassembly.

from the flanges to the coll stack tftrougn the
back of the flange case, and the case is retained
to the coil stack by pins.

The mating flange located on the outboard leg
consists of a three-sided flange case that 1s
slipoed over the ands of the outboard leg and sec
Flanoes on inhoard Joint. Because of limited ured in place by a T-shaped key (see Fig. 9-C).
soace m the nested ragTon of the 7F coils, flanges The bolt load is transferred from the flanges to
can be provided at only the top and botton of the. the coll stack through this key. Gussets mounted
joints on the Inboard side. Each flange ts an in an the flange cases provldo additional flange
dividual unit keyed and retained within a machined stiffness.
slat in the coil stack. The bolt load is trans
mitted from the flange ts the call stack, and a
SaHno contacts. Simultaneous contact and
pin is used ts secure the flange fn place (see
uiUiom emexcx ouaauw will be difficult to at
Pig. 9-fl). A cwered locating pin and hole are
tain even with exceedingly tight tolerances. To
provided on the mating flanges to provide for a l 
alleviate this problem, consideration should bt
ignment during assembly of the joint and to prevent given to spring-type contacts that would be located
•novenent of the Joint.
along the edge of the conductor plates and would
be secured by brazing into machined grooves. As
Flanges on Outboard Joint. As shown in Flg.9-A, depicted In Fig. 9-0, five slatted block-type
flanges are provided an three sides of the corner soring contacts are mounted on the adge of each
joint an the eutsoard leg. The flange assembly an coil plate and secured in place by bolts. The des
ign goals are 1500 ps1 contact pressure, stress at
the JDper and lower segments consists of a fourdesign load (3^ • 7.5 T) less than 60,000 psi,
sided case that is assesioled over the corner of
and deflection at least 0.75 mm at this load.
the coil segment. The bolt load is transferred

si.
ig, 9. Fiinged butt-type demountable Joints for a rectangular TF coll. (A) TF-cotl assembly.
(8) Inboard leg joint. (C) Outboard leg joint. (0) Detail showing spring contact.
[81P031Q]
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